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Strategic Planning
Devon County Council
County Hall
Topsham Road
Exeter
EX2 4QW
Tel: 01392 382253
Email: joe.keech@devon.gov.uk
11 June 2012

Dear Mrs Little,
RE: Town Insert Maps and Supporting Text
Thank you for the opportunity on the emerging town insert maps and supporting text
for the Local Plan. Below are some detailed comments on landscape and transport
matters, which should be read in combination with our original more general
response to the Local Plan provided in January, and comments provided through the
SHLAA process.

Transport
Axminster
The comments raised previously by DCC with regard to the proposed north-south
relief road remain relevant. In addition we would like to emphasise that the allocation
of 650 dwellings and 8Ha of employment towards the east of the town may not in
itself justify a new relief road. The likely traffic impact is currently subject to
assessment by Devon County Council. There are substantial risks relating to the
feasibility of the route and the nature of its design and therefore whether it is
affordable through developer contributions.
Exmouth
The area of land safeguarded for the extension of Dinan Way to the A376 should be
amended in accordance with the attached DCC Drawing No. A10020_102. It should
also be supported in the Plan by text explaining that the safeguarded area accounts
for various route options which comprise the previously identified DCC preferred
scheme to the north of Pitt Farm along with route options to the South of Pitt Farm
which DCC is now investigating as a less costly and more viable alternative to be
progressed as a replacement preferred scheme, subject to public consultation.
With regard to the Town Centre Inset Map, the public highway has generally been
excluded from the Regeneration Area shading. Assuming this has significance, it is
DCC’s view that the section of The Royal Avenue that is dedicated Public Highway
should be treated similarly and therefore excluded from the regeneration area
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shading on the plan so as to preserve its role as an access/egress for any future
development, this emphasises its potential importance as an access route. However,
DCC would consider the inclusion of changes to the public highway in any location
where appropriate.
If the Estuary side regeneration area is to include relocation of the bus depot facilities
(e.g. the element of the site that deals with maintenance, bus washing, overnight
parking, inspection pits etc) then it would be preferable to identify with stakeholders
an appropriate alternative location for a bus depot and include this within the plan.
The plan should also emphasise that the regeneration area should incorporate a
transport interchange for bus, coach, train, cycle and ‘shopmobility’ style facilities.
Honiton
The proposed allocation of housing towards the south of the town, adjacent to the
Sidmouth Road, represents a change to the proposed development pattern. This site
would be more problematic to serve by public transport and would require dedicated
bus stop facilities on the main road with easy access by foot from all parts of the site
to be provided by the developer. Any arising changes to the speed limit
commencement on the A375 and access arrangements from the A375 would also be
required, in conjunction with measures identified within a satisfactory Transport
Assessment.
Sidmouth
The revised map removes the allocation at Woolbrook Road thereby removing the
opportunity for a Park & Change facility and associated benefits at that location.
The proposed allocation of 5Ha of employment at Sidbury could create traffic
congestion and impact issues around the A3052/A375 junction and its vicinity. If it
proceeds then this development should include a Park & Change facility and
provision of a section of the Sidmouth/Sidbury cycleway.
Ottery St Mary
The proposed allocation towards the west of the town provides a satisfactory
opportunity for access to an enhanced bus service and should be accompanied by
suitably enhanced bus stop facilities.
The emerging DCC cycling strategy includes a proposed cycle route using much of
the former railway alignment. The Recreation/Open space allocation should
incorporate a section of the cycle route ensuring a direct link to the mixed use site
allocation.

Landscape
Sidmouth - proposed employment land to the north of Sidford
The proposed development area at Sidford does appear to raise strategic landscape
issues because of the potential impact on the East Devon AONB.
This site is in the East Devon AONB and there would need to be exceptional
circumstances proven to justify the need for fundamentally changing the landscape
character of the site from rural fields to employment land. If exceptional need is
proven and there are no alternative sites outside the AONB, or no alternative sites
within the AONB that would have less of an impact on its landscape character and
quality, the northern field immediately next to the STW is considered to be the least
sensitive part of the site, as it is bordered by managed hedges to the north, south

and west that could be strengthened for screening whilst remaining in character with
the landscape. Also, the adjacent SWW Sewage Treatment Works (STW) to the east
itself provides some screening of the site in elevated views from the east, and
development seen from this direction may be seen in association with the STW.
These conclusions were reached when assessing the three alternative sites for the
Sidmouth recycling centre, hence the level of detail in comments.
Should the site be allocated, a development brief should be set, allowing retention
and enhancement of existing hedges that contribute to the landscape character and
provide screening – particularly in views from Sidford to the south. Building heights
should be limited to single storey with the appearance of a group of traditional farm
buildings from external views rather than urban tin sheds. A courtyard arrangement
of buildings would allow parking of vehicles within the site interior whilst minimising
their visual impact in exterior views. It is also recommended that a substantial green
gap is established between residential areas and the employment site in the interest
of amenity. This could perform multiple functions including contributing to a SUDS
scheme for the development site, enhancing the landscape character and providing
wildlife habitats.
Yours sincerely,

Joe Keech
Head of Strategic Planning

Representor No. 307 - D J Parry

Representor No. 390 - Gitisham Parish Council
Gittisham Parish Council
Submission to East Devon District Council
Consultation on the Emerging East Devon Local Plan June 2012

The Parish Council has already made submissions to EDDC concerning the
Local Development Core Strategy and to the EDDE panel charged with the
construction of the Local Plan. These submissions were based upon two
parish council questionnaires, a well-attended public meeting and detailed
consideration by the council. This is yet another submission to the proposals
from EDDC
We note that the emerging plan has increased potential housing allocation for
Honiton by including a new site, christened Heathfield Manor, within the East
Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. The Site identified in the first draft
plan of 2010 for 300 homes West of Hayne Lane and in Gittisham Parish has
been included again in this draft as a reserve allocation.
As in previous iterations, there has been no evidence of an identification of
housing need for Honiton. We note that historical evidence would suggest
that a target of around 400 new homes in Honiton could be met by the
continued accretion of windfall housing sites within the existing development
boundary. We also note that housing land was identified in the last adopted
plan, although it is current unavailable. Given these considerations we would
submit that there is no immediate or evidenced need to identify any strategic
allocation.
If a housing need can be evidenced, then our reasons for objecting to the
Hayne Lane site remain. Since our original consultations with parishioners,
strong objections have been reiterated by residents of Gittisham Vale and
representations lodged with the Council.
With regard to the Heathfield Manor proposal: this has the potential to have a
lesser impact on residents, though if there were to be a road link between
Heathfield Manor and Gittisham Vale, this could cause significant increases in
traffic flow down Honeysuckle Drive. In any event the Parish Council objects
to the encroachment into the AONB/
With regard to the proposal to identify 15 hectares of employment land west of
Hayne Lane and in Gittisham Parish; we continue to object. Our reasons
were clearly stated in previous submissions. The only evidence cited in
support of the EDDC position is the opinion of the Agents for the landowner
that 15 hectares are needed to ensure the financial viability of this
development. Neither detailed costings, nor the assumptions underpinning
them, appear to have been supplied, let alone interrogated by the council. In
contrast, the evidence commissioned by the council itself, by Roger Tym and

Partners1, only supports a maximum of 5 hectares necessary within the period
of the plan for the whole of Honiton.
We append the submission prepared for the December 2011 consultation
below.

Gittisham Parish Council June 2012

1

East Devon Housing and Employment Study; Roger Tym and Partners; November 2011

Appendix A

Gittisham Parish Council
Submission to East Devon District Council
New East Devon Local Plan December 2011

Preliminary Remarks:
The Parish Council welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the consultation
process on the New East Devon Local Plan. We note that the Plan will be
revised as a result of the process and that a final version will be presented to
the District Council for endorsement. We also note that the endorsed Plan will
be assessed through a public enquiry and that we will have the opportunity to
make a submission to any such enquiry.
The Draft LDF Core Strategy, published in 2010 identifies the following key
factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build a mix of residential development to provide homes for all,
including those with limited funds
Provide sustainable growth, supporting the economy of the South West
and the Exeter sub-region
Manage, conserve and enhance the landscape, upholding biodiversity
Enable local communities to thrive and evolve to meet the challenges
of the 21st Century
Allow existing market towns to grow on a sustainable and competitive
scale
Promote good transport links through improved rail and bus services,
whilst providing for the needs of cyclists and pedestrians
Promote high speed broadband connections to ensure a bright, green
future for residents, visitors and the business community.

The parish endorses these key factors and welcomes their embedding within
the new document: the Consultation Draft of the New East Devon Local Plan
2006 - 20026
However the Parish Council has serious reservations concerning the detail of
the LDF, particularly as it affects Honiton town and Gittisham Parish. The
Gittisham Parish Council OBJECT to the Draft Strategy 18 Development at
Honiton. The Gittisham Parish Council has consistently objected to any
proposed developments in the land immediately to the west of Hayne Lane.
The reasons are cogent and reflect the views of the residents of the Parish as
outlined below.
A public meeting held on 26th October 2010 and attended by in excess of 70
residents in a packed Village Hall representing Gittisham Vale and Gittisham
Village, assisted in providing the Parish Council with public opinion. The
consultation exercise conducted by the council in preparation of its parish plan

also provided the council with public opinion concerning proposed
development in the parish.
The reservations and objections can be summarized as:
The process undertaken and the scope and detail of the LDF; The need for
and effect of the preferred option for housing development in
Honiton/Gittisham; The need for and effect of the preferred option for
employment land development in Honiton/Gittisham.
The process undertaken and the scope and detail of the Local Plan:
We welcome the position taken in Draft Strategy 23, particularly in this
context, paragraphs 15.21 and 15.22. We also welcome and support the
Vision for East Devon expressed in section 3 of the plan. In the context of this
submission paragraph 3.7 is particularly relevant. We support this priority,
which is totally in line with that taken by the Parish in its Parish Plan.
The Gittisham Parish Plan aspires to some limited development within the
parish, but none on the area contiguous with Gittisham Vale, west of Hayne
Lane. The reasons are cogent and in line with the community aspirations.
The Draft Local Plan, however, proposes no development in ‘Gittisham’ but
places15 hectares of employment land in precisely that area rejected by the
parish plan. The Honiton position during consultation, likewise, preferred
development of Honiton to the east, not west of the town, and development of
land west of Hayne Lane was not part of the earliest stages of the
consultation process.
The strategy, as a development framework, ignores the impact on the social
and political landscape of the proposed housing on Gittisham Parish. The
addition of 300 dwellings, with an assumed occupancy rate of 2.2, more than
doubles the population of a small rural parish, some half of whose residents
are already living in a suburban development. The health and education
facilities for Gittisham are already overstretched, and the Core Strategy itself
proposes no development for Gittisham, as noted above. The strategy is
not only in conflict with the Gittisham Parish plan, but also internally
inconsistent.
The arguments in the Core Strategy for these inconsistencies are not
convincing and the proposals appear mainly to be derived from the SHLAA
process, one that is heavily biased towards developers and builders. We also
note that the Core Strategy was prepared under the guidance of the previous
government. This process imposed a set of targets that are no longer
imperative. The new government’s localisation policy will free up councils to
plan from the communities upwards and we urge EDDC to embrace this
opportunity.
A further point that has to be made about the process is that EDDC is itself
the landowner for some of the land identified for designation as employment
land. The Parish Council would contend that here there is a prima facie
conflict of interest with every EDDC councillor, as the legal owner of this land,
having a prejudicial interest in its development.

In summary, the Parish Council contends that the Core Strategy should not
identify any land for designation until proper process, demographic analysis,
and consultation with local communities has taken place. Given the current
development climate, 2011 is too soon for such a specific approach which will
have the effect of pre-determining development options in advance of any
identification of need or changing economic policy.
The need for and affect of the preferred option for housing development
in Honiton/Gittisham;
Gitisham Parish Council notes, and agrees with, objectives 1. and 3. identified
in the Core Strategy:
Housing:
1.

Secure good quality homes of adequate size in appropriate locations;

2.

Develop Cranbrook as a new modern market town for East Devon.

3.

Ensure new homes will complement building and sustaining thriving
communities.

Like many community representatives in East Devon, the council has had
concerns about the development of Cranbrook, but recognises that this
decision has been made. We believe that the historic market town of Honiton
is one of the attractions of the district, county and region, and deserves to be
protected from any transfer of resources from the Honiton to Cranbrook. We
note that any monies arising from section 106 agreements do not have to be
spent in the area in which the development occurs, merely within the
boundary of the planning authority. If there were development within the
parishes of Gittisham, or Honiton, we would strongly argue that EDDC should
make a commitment to spend all the section 106 monies in the relevant
parishes.
With regard to the specific proposals for housing development:
In general :





The existing community, health and education infrastructure serving
the residents of Gittisham Parish is insufficient to meet existing
demand and further significant growth should not be accommodated
until existing deficiencies are addressed;
The preferred direction of growth, if found to be necessary, should be
to the east of Honiton;
In sustainability terms it is preferable to re-use existing land and
premises to maximise the most efficient use of resources rather than
allocate green field land for development;

New homes allocation west of Hayne Lane :













300 dwellings west of Hayne Lane will require significant improvements
to existing transportation infrastructure which together with the need to
meet affordable housing targets, will result in a development offering
very little to addressing the existing infrastructure deficiencies
elsewhere in Honiton. The development will only exacerbate the
pressures currently apparent in Honiton – the proposed development
lacks for viability and sustainability;
Feniton primary and King’s School, Ottery, catchment areas include the
proposed development land. These schools are over-subscribed and,
in the case of the King’s School, expansion on the site is impractical.
Included in the necessary changes to transport infrastructure will be the
opening of Old Elm Road to through traffic. This road is the spine road
to the Heathfield estate. Making it a through route to serve the
proposed housing land will turn a quiet access road into a busy
thoroughfare with a consequent negative impact on the residents of
Heathfield and settlements further afield. The Heathfield residents
were assured that this road would remain ‘access only’ at the time of
the development of the estate. There are no other viable solutions to
the access problem of the proposed housing.
The opening of Old Elm Road to through traffic will generate many
additional journeys through roads that cannot adequately service the
volumes that could obtain, for example: under the narrow railway
bridge on Hayne Lane; through Turks Head to Exeter; through Weston
and Buckerell to the A373 and the M5.
Development west of Hayne Lane will jut prominently into open
countryside beyond Honiton leading to a perceived threat of
coalescence between Honiton and settlements to the west of Honiton;
Developments west of Hayne Lane will be on rising land and visually
intrusive and detrimental to the setting of the adjoining AONB;

The need for and affect of the preferred option for employment land
development in Honiton/Gittisham.
Employment and Commercial allocation west of Hayne Lane :







The proposed employment allocation extends west of Hayne Lane for
800 metres and will, if developed, result in a highly visible and
unacceptable ribbon development;
Development west of Hayne Lane will jut prominently into open
countryside beyond Honiton leading to a perceived threat of
coalescence between Honiton and settlements to the west of Honiton;
Developments west of Hayne Lane will be on rising land and visually
intrusive and detrimental to the setting of the adjoining AONB;
Although the Otter Valley west of Honiton is not in itself in an ANOB, it
is of great landscape value and contributes significantly to Honiton’s






attractive setting: the proposed ribbon development will have a
significant and detrimental impact on this precious asset;
There is no clear evidence or justification of need for the proposed
allocation of 15 ha of employment and commercial land;
This proposed allocation is significantly greater than the “local need”
requirement and will draw employees from a wide area contrary to
sustainability objectives;
The “local need” for employment and commercial land can be found on
existing vacant land and opportunities for redevelopment and
regeneration at both Heathpark and Ottery Moor Lane;

Other Concerns:








Developments west of Hayne Lane will result in the unnecessary loss
of high quality agricultural land;
Both proposed residential and employment allocations will result in
developments that will adversely impact on existing Gittisham Vale
residents from traffic generated noise, reductions in air quality and loss
of privacy;
Local highways infrastructure is inadequate to serve the proposed
allocations for residential, employment and commercial uses;
The proposed developments west of Hayne Lane will have a
detrimental visual impact on both short and long distance views within
the Otter valley;
Localised flooding, particularly along the Gittisham link, is known to
occur south of A30 dual carriageway as a result of surface water
discharging from rising land. Developments west of Hayne Lane will
increase the risk of localised flooding.

Quite rightly, the strategy registers concern about the proportion of the
population who are economically inactive. The Parish Council also has
concerns that the demographic is that of an aging population with, in most
years, more annual deaths than births. In our perception, there is a negative
brain drain, with talented young people moving out of the region from existing
towns and villages. Affordable housing is inextricably linked with the level of
wages: Honiton does not need further low-waged employment.
The plans for Honiton, as expressed in the Core Strategy, do nothing to avert
the probability that the area will evolve into a combination of retirement
homes, holiday park and dormitory. Growth in Honiton is limited by its
geography and that which has taken place over the last 30 years has pushed
it to its limit. There is an urgent need for a fresh look at plans for the future
that will allow the current town footprint, with limited development to the East,
bounded by an eventual Eastern by-pass, to be exploited to provide a
diversity of high quality employment and cultural opportunities for the next
generations of its inhabitants.

Representor No. 401 - Exmouth Town Council

EXMOUTH TOWN COUNCIL
Tel: Exmouth (01395) 276167
Fax: Exmouth (01395) 276168
E-Mail: townclerk@exmouth.gov.uk

Town Hall,
St. Andrews Road,
Exmouth,
Devon,
EX8 1AW

The Planning Policy Section
East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth EX10 8HL
8th June 2012
Exmouth Town Council Response to EDDC Draft Local Plan 7th June 2012
Exmouth Town Councillors reviewed the current draft document to ascertain how many of the
changes requested in the last consultation round in January 2012 were actually incorporated and
were very disappointed to find that apparently none of the input from Exmouth Town Council had
been accepted.
Furthermore, the main document had been renumbered as had the strategies, making it very
difficult and confusing for the public to compare the new version with the previous one. It was the
opinion of the meeting that either the old paragraph numbers should have been in brackets and an
index of old paragraph numbers and their replacements provided, or the renumbering left until after
the consultation was concluded. Un-numbered bullet points are difficult to refer to.
The Town Council prepared a draft response and called a public meeting to put their responses to
the public to gain feedback. This meeting was on 31st May 2012. Approximately 30 members of the
public attended. On 7th June 2012 the Town Council held a full Council meeting to consider the
feedback from the public and this document takes those points into account.
Exmouth Town Council has listened to the public in respect of the responses it is making and
hopes that EDDC will, having decided to give additional time for consultation at this stage, take
the comments on board and amend the draft plan accordingly.
Specific Comments:
Reference
Not in short
document
(p22 4.1)
Not in short
document (p34
2.2)

Comments requiring action by EDDC Planners to update the draft Local Plan
Transport – Bottleneck and vital roads list does not include the A376, the only main
road into Exmouth. Please add this to the first bullet point against transport.
Hillcrest School site – The Council has concern over the potential of the two sites,
Hillcrest and Withycombe Brook, to impact on access, drainage and flooding, if the
two sites are taken as individual planning applications and not considered holistically
within the Local Plan.
1

Strategy 6
Strategy 8
Not in short
document
(p64 intro to
Exmouth)
Not in short
document
(p64 10.3)

Not in short
document
(p64 10.4)

Not in short
document
(p65 10.6)

Not in short
document
(p65 10.7)

Not in short
document (p151
EN2)
Not in short
document (P162
EN21)
Strategy 22.1

In addition, the St John’s Playing Field adjacent to the development site should be
zoned for sport and recreation in order to provide long-term protection for this
facility.
Please amend the zoning on this site.
Exmouth Town Council accept this section without amendment
Exmouth Town Council welcome the commitment to green wedges
Repeat request – Remove the initial word “Substantial” and begin the sentence with
“Housing provision...”.

We do not accept that Exmouth is “mainly” a dormitory town, and ask that this word
is replaced with “also”. As the second half of this paragraph goes on to state 6,500
out of 14,500 economically active people commute out to jobs elsewhere, which is
less than 45% of the economically active and less than 20% of the overall population,
then on what basis is Exmouth being described as “mainly dormitory”?
Please amend the document to properly reflect the true situation.
Insert after 1st sentence “Land based sports include tennis, rugby, football, judo,
cricket and archery.”
Strengthen “Much of the estuary has European Protected Status as a nature reserve”
by including reference to its status as an internationally protected SSSI, RAMSAR
site.
Bullet point 6: add after “longer trains” the words “and provision of an Improved
Transport Interchange.” This was requested in January. As this is clearly stated
EDDC/DCC policy, we do not understand why this amendment was not accepted.
Bullet point 9: The Council supports this statement on Conservation.
Bullet point 12: Include improved signage, including the design guide for shopfronts.
Bullet point 13: include improved signage for the Jurassic Coast.
Replace the entire section with: “At the Former Rolle College campus site there are
proposals for a mixed use development comprising housing, employment and
education uses. A not for profit Industrial and Provident Company has been set up
for the benefit of the community. The company seeks to purchase about half of the
site within 3 years of signing an agreement with the University of Plymouth. The
University of Plymouth will sell the remainder for housing purposes unless an
alternative more beneficial planning arrangement can be made to achieve
community objectives including employment, education and leisure.”
The Council endorses EN2 and asks that this section be re-worded so that the
strategy be extended to ensure the footpaths/cycleway strategy applies to all new
developments.
Exmouth Rugby Ground – Designated as Flood Zone 3, this designation must be
retained and any development must take this designation into account.
Clarification is required on how planners arrived at figure of 840 homes, as this figure
does not mathematically correlate with any other information in the plan document
or the maps. 350 homes at Littleham, plus 350 homes at Goodmores Farm equals
700 homes. Do the remaining 140 homes refer to 67 dwellings at Hillcrest and 70 at
Rolle College (total 137) referred to on page 34? In which case the total should be
837. It would make it a lot easier to understand if there was a consistent approach
to how figures on page 34 are calculated and presented for each town later in the
document.
Sub-division of properties into flats/apartments should be subject to a minimum
2

Strategy 22.3
Strategy 22.4

Strategy 22.5

Strategy 22.a

Strategy 22.b
Strategy 22.c
Strategy 22.d
Strategy 44
Strategy EN1

Strategy E1

Strategy E9
Strategy E10

living space policy, ensuring sufficient space for clothes drying, rubbish bins and
space for cycles/prams. This could be based on the interim London Housing Design
Guide.
Add “...and the improvement of links between the Town Centre and Seafront
through Bath Road.”
Repeat request – Reference should be made that the leisure facilities should remain
on the same site as now: “Although within the curtilage of LX5, any development on
this site will include the retention of sports provision”.
Request the insertion of two additional bullet points and the first bullet point to be
amended to read:
“Upgrading of public transport provision to and from Exeter, primarily through the
provision of an integrated transport interchange and other enhancements to public
transport improvements. The required site for the interchange is to be safeguarded
from development.”
Additional bullet points:
“Improvements at Littleham Cross road junction as a necessary precondition for any
housing development at Plumb Park site, to mitigate the additional impact on
current congestion at peak times.” And
“Upgrading of sewerage, mains gas and public water supply, education, medical and
social care provision in Exmouth to facilitate the growing community and changing
demographics.”
The land attached to Goodmores Cottage has restrictive covenants upon it. There is
also concern with regard to access, drainage and flooding on this site. The site
straddles the parish boundary with Lymphstone.
The land at Liverton 3 is not included in Strategy E1 on page 174. It is very confusing
to have employment land not all listed in one place within the document.
See comment regarding strategy 22.5 above.
We thank the planners for zoning this land on the map as regeneration, which we
think makes it easier for people to understand.
Exmouth Town Council strongly welcomes this commitment to Coastal Preservation
Areas.
The “Donkey Hill” area within the proposed Plumb Park development should be
zoned as proposed public open space, to lock in the undertakings made by the
developer.
In addition, the map has the area relating to “Withycombe Brook Development”
shown as proposed public open space. However, this is subject to a planning
application for residential development (12/1016/MFUL) and the map needs to be
updated.
The following Employment Land sites are not listed, should they be?
Liverton 2 extension
Liverton 3
(Both the above are zoned on the map but not in the list. It would be easier if all the
employment land was listed in one place)
Rolle Site – Unmarked on map, not on list, but 70 homes on the Rolle site are
referred to on page 34 of the draft plan. There is employment land here too.
Exmouth Town Council accept this section without amendment
There should be a reference to the Exmouth Design Guide for Shopfronts, either in
this section or S22 specific to Exmouth. This important document is expected to
remain supplementary guidance.
EDDC should bring forward a policy on take-aways, preventing the saturation of the
3

Strategy E17

Strategy TC8

town centre with take-away establishments.
Devon Cliffs is half-on, half-off the Exmouth inset map, but is not zoned as a Principal
Holiday Accommodation Area, despite being the largest holiday park in Europe.
Pankhurst Industrial Area – Designation for mixed use/housing development is
desirable.
On the map, the regeneration area extends too far at the Orcombe Point end,
incorrectly designating National Trust land as part of the regeneration zone.
Change “Road Schemes” to “Transport Schemes” and insert additional safeguard:
“Construction of Public Transport Interchange” to ensure no development on the site
prevents the construction of the Interchange.

The Council asked that appropriate consideration is made to ensure that across the district, the
majority (80%+) of Community Infrastructure Levy is spent in the locality in which it is generated, so
that local infrastructure is improved.
My Council would appreciate feedback on our submission on a comment-by comment basis, simply
stating whether the proposed amendment has been accepted or rejected. If the latter, whether this
was by the DMC or by an officer, and the reason why the amendment was rejected.
Yours faithfully,

Colin Poole
Town Clerk, Exmouth Town Council
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Representor No. 415 - Vaughan-Smith
From:
Subject:
Date:

East Devon Local Plan - Maps
03 June 2012 14:56:10

Dear Sirs,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft EDLP inset maps for the
seven major towns of East Devon. I have no specific comments to make on any
of the seven maps presented, or on the accompanying detailed planning
guidelines. They have my support.
However, I do have one general observation. The draft EDLP purports to cover
the period 2006 to 2026 and, therefore, should be one of the overarching policy
documents directing the current activities of the EDDC Planning Department.
This is evidently not the case, as we continue to see planning applications
accepted, and many approved, that do not meet the guidelines contained in the
EDLP. This situation needs to change.

Yours faithfully,

NV Vaughan-Smith
NV VAUGHAN-SMITH
15 Sherwood Drive
Exmouth
Devon
EX8 4PX

Representor No. 419 - Budleigh Salterton Town Council

Representor No. 420 - Bell Cornwell on behalf of Clinton Devon Estates

Planning Policy Section
East Devon District Council
Knowle
Sidmouth
DEVON
EX10 8HL
And by Email to: localplan@eastdevon.gov.uk
30 May 2012

Hook
Our Ref: JT/5499

Dear Sirs,

Representations to Emerging East Devon Local Plan: Consultation on the
Inset Map and Policies for Budleigh Salterton
We act on behalf of Clinton Devon Estates and submit these representations in response
to the East Devon Local Plan consultation on Inset Map and Policies for Budleigh
Salterton.

Strategy 8 Development in Green Wedges (Formerly S6)
NPPF at paragraph 113 sets out the approach lpas should take to setting criteria based
policies against which proposals for any development on or affecting protected landscape
areas will be judged. It goes on to make clear that distinctions should be made between
the hierarchy of international, national, and locally designated sites sot that protection is
commensurate with their status and gives appropriate weight to their importance.
Draft Policy S5 of the New Local Plan 2006 – 2026 Consultation Draft sets out those
parts of the plan area to be defined as ‘countryside’. It restricts development in such
locations unless it is specifically permitted by Local Plan policy and does not harm the
distinctive landscape, amenity or environmental qualities within which it is located.
Protection of the countryside is therefore adequately dealt with through Policy S5. No
justification has been given as to why an additional layer of protection is required in this
area and the policy (and its associated designation on the Inset Map) should be deleted.
Proposed Change:
Objection to Strategy 8 which should be deleted as having no justification.

Strategy 21 – Budleigh Salterton (formerly DS16)
We support the general principles set out in Strategy 21 for the provision of around 100
new homes, new employment provision, town centre improvements, social and
community facilities and conservation of the natural environment.
However, previous representations were made to the New East Devon Local Plan 20062026 Consultation Draft December 2011 in relation to the appropriate quantum of new
homes in Budleigh Salterton and these should also be taken into account, reproduced
below for convenience:

Support is given to the recognition of Budleigh Salterton as an Area Centre. However
the allocation of just 100 dwellings over the Plan Period is insufficient. Not only is this figure
less than the 5% suggested within the Plan as being sufficient for ‘growth’ (135 dwellings) it
is also less than the RDA figures which identify the need for another 32 dwellings per 1000
population just for that population to stand still (taking into account reduced household
sizes) (156 dwellings required). When these figures are compared it becomes obvious that
the need for growth in Budleigh Salterton is in the region of at least 150 additional dwellings.
Objection DS16:
•

Provision should be made for development of around 150 new homes through the
Local Plan.

•

Land should be allocated at Budleigh Salterton within the New Local Plan as a
strategic allocation.

Policy H1 Residential land Allocation (formerly H2)Inset Map
We support Policy H1 in so far as it relates to a) Allotments and adjoining land for 48
homes. The Inset Map designation however is not correct and should be amended –
please see comments below.

Budleigh Salterton Urban Inset Map
We support the settlement boundary changes in so far as they relate to the development
of 48 dwellings at Greenway Lane. Designation of the ‘Proposed Allocation with Planning
Permission’ is not quite correct however as it also excludes a small area to the south
west. A plan indicating the accurate site boundaries is attached.
There is no justification for the designation of a Green Wedge over and above the
countryside designation and this should be removed (see representations on Strategy S8
below).
Proposed Changes:
i)

The site designation should be corrected.

ii) The Green Wedge designation should be deleted (see representations on Strategy
S8 above).

Yours sincerely,
BELL CORNWELL LLP

JANE TERRY BA Hons, Dip M, MRTPI
Principal Planner
Direct Dial: 01256 382030
E-mail: jterry@bell-cornwell.co.uk

cc Client

Rep No.
Name:
Date sent:

423
Mike Crear

17/05/12

Proposed East Devon Local Plan 2006 - 2026, Budleigh Salterton urban inset map,
comments.
1. The built up area boundary has been extended in two places on the North side of town to
accommodate the two proposed housing sites.
1.1 I am concerned at the continued encroachment of the town onto the fields on the
North side of town. This road (B3178) is a busy tourist route and I would like to see this part
of the AONB remain rural in nature and appearance.
1.2 Many of the houses proposed for the B3178 site are large family houses, and if the
Greenway Lane site had a similar mix, they would together represent a sizeable increase in
the general and especially the younger population of the town. I am concerned that we are
planning to significantly increase the teenage and working age population of the town,
without a corresponding increase in real jobs or facilities. (I know that some business units
have recently been proposed for the B3178 site, but will they create new jobs or simply
relocate existing ones? Where will the additional recreation facilities for teenagers go?). It
looks like these two sites are to be developed early in the plan period, what happens after
that up to 2026? We are running out of sites that can reasonably be developed, we have
recently built houses on our biggest employment site (Plymco/Normans) and now our only
allotment site, and bringing in hundreds of new people early in the period creates an even
bigger demand for houses, jobs and facilities later in the plan period. What will we do from
say 2016 onwards?
2. The built up area boundary includes the cliffs and the coastal footpath which run from the
bottom of Coastguard Hill to the Lime Kiln car park. These cliffs are part of the Salterton
Cliffs SSSI and hence the Jurassic Coast World Heritage Site (WHS). Is it not ridiculous that
the built up area boundary includes a natural WHS, and could the boundary not be moved,
so as to exclude the WHS and SSSI, by aligning it with the South side of the roadway that is
formed by Coastguard Hill and Salting Hill ?
The boundaries and shading on the online version of the map are not very clear. This gives
rise to the following comments;
3. The existing longboat cafe building on the seafront was clearly within the SSSI on July
2006 edition of urban inset map. The boundary of the SSSI in the May 2012 edition is not
quite so clear. Could you please clarify that the boundary of the SSSI there has not moved.
4. The tennis courts off Cricket Field Lane appear to have been taken out of the recreational
area designation between 2006 and 2012. If that is the case then why?
5. Salterton Common off Exmouth Road appears to have lost its recreational area
designation between 2006 and 2012? If so why?
Dear Sir/Madam,

I must object in the strongest terms to the comments on page 22 of the 24 May 2012
Budleigh Journal, regarding the built up area boundary (buab) on the seafront between the
longboat cafe and the lime kiln car park. Yes it is true that the buab has not changed since
2006. It hasn't changed since Jan 2002 (see attachment), but that doesn't mean that the
cliffs are not within the buab, they are, and have been since at least 2002. What has
changed is that the SSSI and hence the World Heritage Site was extended around 2001 to
include these cliffs. The boundary has never been moved and so the buab does contain the
SSSI and World Heritage Site Cliffs. Without this designation, the longboat application would
not have got off the ground. The situation is ridiculous and the boundary should be moved to
align with the South side of Coastguard Hill/Salting Hill.
Please dont try to claim that this is simply due to the thickness of a line on a map (see
attachment).

Mike Crear

Rep No.

432

Name:

Derek Chant

Date sent:

20.05.12

To whom it may concern:
I would like to register the following comments with regards to the consultation on the
above plan
1) In all the documentation for discussion, I can find no justification for the extensive
development of land for industrial land in the AONB to the North of Sidmouth. With
the huge employment development site outside Exeter, effort would be better spent
on improving transport links with rail and cycle tracks to this area. Sidmouth thrives
on it's unique character which stimulates tourism and home workers, so no
requirement for this type of industrial development.
2) The sites selected for housing development are totally unsuitable. The Knowle
should be an example of energy efficiency and the building improved to become fit
for purpose for EDDC, not sold off for development and housing. Also, by building
housing at Port Royal, this then prohibits future imaginative development for a
unique area of the Jurassic Coast, for the benefit of all East Devon residents, instead
of a select few.
3) Urgent consideration should be made for the traffic plan for Sidmouth centre to
protect from potential damage caused by inappropriate development, which would
then enhance it as a tourist attraction

Rep No.

439

Name:

Johanna Mitchell

Date sent:

18/05/12

Dear Sir,
I am writing to object to the allocation of employment land to the north of Sidbury for
the following reasons:
Recent consultancy studies have indicated that there is not the need for such a
large area of employment land and hence this is likely to result in an overprovision
which would end up being developed on a piecemeal basis or would result in
unsuitable development which would not serve the needs of local people.
The site is inherently unsustainable. It uses an existing greenfield site hence leading
to the loss of agricultural land. It is within an AONB. It is not sustainability located
with relation to access and transport, there is no public transport option, it is not
located close to major roads such as the M5 or A30 and will increase traffic
movements through villages. As noted above it is not needed in economic terms.
Its location will increase traffic movements through the village of Sidbury as this is
the shortest route from the M5. This will also include unsuitable traffic. This is a
significant concern as stretches of this road do not have pavements, there is a small
bridge and there are several places where the road narrows and there are
dangerous bends. People do not currently observe the 20mph speed limit and this is
going to exacerbate and already unacceptable situation, putting property and local
people at risk.
There are numerous listed properties within the centre of Sidbury village which will
be negatively impacted by development of this kind.
I would like to see the sustainability appraisal of the employment sites which
compares the alternatives of allocating such a large greenfield site, with upgrading
the existing provision and developing the existing available sites, or alternatively
other smaller brownfield sites. I would like to see a detailed justification for the
selection and rejection of these alternatives, particularly if you are intending to select
an alternative which is not sustainable in either economic, social or environmental
terms. I am not convinced that you have adequately considered all reasonable
alternatives and as you are aware this is a legal requirement as part of your
sustainability appraisal.

Representor No. 442 - Exmouth Community Association

Exmouth Community Association
49A Cranford Avenue, Exmouth, Devon, EX8 2QF.
Telephone 01395 274802
Matt Dickins
Policy Planning Manager
East Devon District Council
By email
Dear Matt,

10th June 2012

East Devon Local Plan Consultation
Thank you for sending us the town inset maps for consultation. Here are our
comments:
We welcome much of the text accompanying the inset maps, which do reflect our
earlier comments.
What is missing from the maps?
There is still a lack of information and detail on what, how and where the recognised
infrastructure/service needs of Exmouth will be provided.
Connectivity
We consider that the Dinan Way extension should be shown on these maps as well
as cycleways and public footpaths. It is vital that the land required for connectivity is
protected from development.
All these transport infrastructure links are fundamental to the economic and social
regeneration envisaged by the Local Plan. Exmouth’s geography requires an explicit
strategy to ensure each area of the town is conveniently connected to the centre, to
overcome existing problems and bottlenecks as well as planning for better external
transport links. This is especially important as the two major new residential
developments designated on the map are on the outskirts of the town.
Also the maps should designate the Integrated Transport Interchange. The required
site for the Integrated Transport Interchange must be protected so that it is not
compromised by other development.
Strategy 22 5.1 should read: upgrading of public transport provision to and from
Exeter, primarily through the provision of an integrated public transport interchange
and other enhancements to public transport improvements.
Integrated public transport can only become more important to Exmouth over the
lifetime of the Local Plan, economically to ensure that businesses can move to
Exmouth secure in the knowledge that they are well and conveniently connected
externally and within Exmouth itself, as well as to meet government and Local
Authority sustainable transport needs.
Chairman: Roy Pryke

Secretary: Jenny Budden

Treasurer: John Pascoe-Watson

Thinking on connectivity should not be limited to road transport. On TC8 (was TA8)
‘Safeguarding of Land Required for Highway and Access Improvements:’ ‘Road
Schemes’ should be changed to ‘Transport Schemes’ to reflect the importance both
economically and socially of connectivity which is convenient and appropriate for all
types of users: cyclists, pedestrians, public transport or vehicles.
Master Plan – An Evidenced-based Approach is Vital.
Early action on delivery of the Master Plan proposals is also required. However an
evidenced based approach should be taken in each case. For example the
assumptions behind the proposed supermarket need to be backed up by proper
research to ensure that it does meet its stated aims to increase footfall into the town
centre and regenerate it.
Yours sincerely,

Jenny Budden
Jenny Budden
Secretary Exmouth Community Association

Rep No.

467

Name:

M H Gardiner

Date sent:

17/05/12

Re: Seaton Consultation 11/05/12 to 11/06/12
We hereby confirm our agreement to the proposals approved by the Development
Management Committee on 8th May 2012, including, in particular, Policy H1
(Residential Land Allocation) and Policy E1 (Provision of Employment Land), in
relation to the Seaton proposals.

M H Gardiner F.C.A.
Director
Fosseway (Developments) Limited

Representor No. 521 - National Trust

Representor No. 562 - Miriam Brown

